
  MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your mouth, but
you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do according to all that
is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN you wi ll have success"....
Joshua 1:8 NASB
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SPIRITUAL GROWTH

[part 2 of 8]

* This recreated inner man, this hidden man of the heart, is the part of us that
can become intimate with the Father.

It is he that grows in grace and in spiritual discernment of Revelation
Knowledge.

The Church has never studied this phase of man. The psychologist who has
only natural human reasoning can never know this inward man. It can be safely
said that the psychologist can never know himself unless he has Eternal Life, for
only the man who is recreated can know himself. Only Revelation Knowledge can
show us our true selves.

This new man can't know himself unless God unveils the truth through the
Word.

You can understand now why textbooks on Psychology cannot survive a
decade.

They are all theories of Sense Knowledge.

Here is Revelation Knowledge and the Word of truth to aid the psychologist
to know himself. The psychologist and the philosopher are God-hungry spirits
searching for reality. The only place they can search is in the realm of the five
senses, their own human body. They have talked much about functional
Psychology. They have learned much by observing the effect of each one of the
senses on the mind. 



Sense Knowledge is limited to knowledge that we gain from the senses.
Sense Knowledge is limited to the physical world. When a man finds Jesus Christ
he has no further need for sense-ruled philosophy or psychology, for he has found
the thing his spirit has craved reality. Jesus [the Word of God] is Reality.


